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AIMS A N D OBJECTIVES
\

A l t b u g h we love mysteries, we want them solved. Detective stories are
popular, because they not only create mysteries but also solve them. This
Unit tells you how. After reading it you will learn that:
the centre of interest in a detective story is not the sensational crime, !but
the logical reasoning that goes into its solution;
the detectives of the past used to be gentlemen-amateurs, but now they are
seasened professionals, physically and mentally tough;
-a the early detectives were brilliant reasoners, but those who followed
possessed various other qualities;
-_*the detective's companion, unintelligent, nevertheless serves a useful
purpose;
suspense, which lies a t the core of a detective story, is a chain, to be built
up link by link;
it has to be created and maintained. This is done through
atmosphere and action.

1.3 INTRODUCTION
We all love mysteries. A mystery is made up of what is unfamiliar to our
expeyience and what stirs our imagination. It may even satisfy our escapist
uqp. G mystery is what you find in a detective story, usually built on a .
mxQer or a crime. Its insistence on finding a n explanation for the puzzling
or the mysterious, including death, is reassuring in that it seems t o make
sotnt meaning of the situation In the story, which intrigues us all. We like
mysteries to -be solved, uncertainties removed. We can then live in our world
with a sense of confidence. A detective story hides from us what has actually
happened and we are drawn into making the exciting effort of reconstructing
it through detail. It involves a crime which seems t o have been expertly
executed, leaving behind n o trace of the criminal. That is why a detective
sbory is often called a 'Whodunit'
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Dctcftiwe steries

A detective story is tksed on-reasoning and deals with individuals like
ourselva-DetWive &tion is-hnal
only in so far as its w t i m i s e c e m e d
but not in othw mpects, since it is based on reasaning. Indeed+the 'bfue'
detective story eentfes not on a sequence of sensational ineidtnts or thsills
but on 'an organic hystery: the last three chapters of which 'explain-its fiat
three', with great l ~ i and
c precision. It may be rega~dedas 'moral fiction',
as it shows what and 'where we are, as individuals', and that it is the
ordinary human being who often commits a crime, &though he-may have
motives which we #all never have.
I

f,2*ZHE &ENESIS OFTHE -aLIZTECrLlVE*STORY
There -are m e y im/mber of detectives thrawn up by the ever-growing ,number
of detective s ~ r i a l w h i c hhawscome ts be written in recent times..But you
~ i k l f i n d r o n l y ~ s aamong.thern
m~
who are worth paying attention to. As
literary chameters om may .trace t k m to a tradition establish& by the
Amerkan; Edgar Hatn Poe and the En&kaw,- ATthur C m a n Doyle,. who
have pioneered-th& kind of wriging. C . August&- h p i n in Poek 'ThaMmiers
in *theRue .Ma-rgu$', and Shwk~ck.Malmes In Canan Doyk"saXhe
Adredures &.Sheblock tfslmes', have estabiished a tradition which-haxi heen
dominant up t o our times. Dupin is intdfectually brilliant and .eceelPtrk: and
Hohnes is 'a- lamaptic personality possessed by scieatifi spirit" Both,are
gified with tb ex@ox&ary pmers QE d&action needeckfor soking a m-ry.
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There are other wqbl-kwown detectives who can be broadly c a t ~ p i s e d For
,
instance, Agatha Qhristie's Hercule Poirot and G.K. Chestert~nWat-her
Brown are funny dnd impractical characters, whereas Rex Stout's Nero
Wolfe and John Qlckson Carr's Dr. Gideon Fell are like magicians, M i e l l
,Hamnett's %rn Sbade and Raymond Chandler's' Philip- Madcme are
gkysically €o$tgt?(4hey.can;take any .amount of p m I s h m t ! ) ; . a n d ~ n t
the Amet-isd~.k"rd-boifed3chod
d dekdive fiction,-apart f.~mn~~these,
you
have Dsrot hp &iay/ers' aristocratic Lord -fdeP Wimseyand G w ~ e s
Simnon's iwgeniaus Maiget, no4 tasspeak of Wkry .Queen.

0 6 ali*%hs.dek&ivies W. HI A d e ~ ~ & d ~ e m 1 p - k f t r ~ b
satidarctory &@tives' : Sherlack .Hd#mes(a seb&ist), .I
(a
poliwman) and Fhther- B~otlrra(a *st3 meated by k t ~ ~ h uCrh a ~ ~ . i h y l e ,
Freeman Wills Criofts and G.K. Chestarton respectively, H o b e s is a lover of
'newtfa4 truth' fie;, unmmemed with the feelings of-the inl.rocent ot,the
guilty); Inspector French is exceptional only in his exqoionab love of duty
which make8 +timitake 'exeepPionaPpains' to-track dmn the criminal: Frrther
Brown as a priest1 isprimarily c-mwrned.with 3he savimg af-souls'and only,
iwiben-tally, ,with idetective work. You may choose athers bwtijau havegot
er%heaa@sobjectively as , A d e n has done.
.A&#ity 1
ive saorieaga@r?45O wards)
a) -Why a m
b) I^ai&g~sk*@tween tkc de%&ws
d thapstst from-those &&hep r m n ~ a n d
-rrt
f0s3.k
difference.
~
(50 words)
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Suspense and Atmosphere

1.3 THE DETECTIVE
Thc mystery is investigated by a character who, as the story unfolds itself,
becomes recognisable as a detective. The detective in the 'old' detective
fiction is not a professional, but an amateur, who sets out to investigate the
crirne, because the victim or his friends have asked for his help, or for public
welfare.
But in modern detective fiction, he is a hard-boiled professional, a 'private
eye', who can be hired for a fee and who is trained in the use of complex
tectlnical equipment.
He can no longer rely on or 'make do with a magnifying glass and a keen
mind', like Sherlock Holmes, the father of fictional detectives, since crime
detectim has nowadays become highly complex with the emergence of new
crimes like industrial espionage in Europe and elsewhere. The detective, in
fact, may even be required to be acquainted with 'international financial
laws, criminal codes and customs regulations'. Indeed, he considers himself a
businessman, (as Jean-Jacques Parenti of a Paris investigation agency has
said) who is hired to solve difficulties-which others have failed to solve.

1.4 THE DETECTIVE'S COMPANION
The detectives go about their business alone, but some of them have
companions. Interestingly, the 'detective's friend' is often cast in the mould of
Holme's companion, Dr. Watson, 'the wholly unintelligent recipient of halfconfidences, the minimum thermometer of the reader's intelligence'. He
serve:; as a sounding-board rather tjian as an active helper.

1.5 ALL DETECTIVES TEND TO DEVELOP
INTO TYPES
Although the detective has been represented as a woman, a priest, a
policeman or even as a robot (as Asimov has done in science fiction), he
invariably tends to develop into a type. This is, perhaps, to be expected.
After all, even the detective story is formulaic. The reason is that it has come
to represent 'a complex of conventions' which the writer tries to fulfil so as
to match the expectations of his readers.

1.6 THE ESSENCE OF DETECTIVE STORIES IS
SUSPENSE
Suspense is what makes you read a book to the end. In fact, the detective
story owes its great popularity to it. It has not invented any narrative devices
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of its own but relies on the standard ones to create suspense T o be
successful the writer should gauge the effect of suspense on the reader as they
lead him to an unexpected revelation of truth. This means that they should
correspond to 'the step-by-step process of .rational inquiry'.

Deteefive Stories

1.6.1 How su$pense is created
Let us consider w'hat suspknse is and how it is created. Suspense is a kind of
uncertainty (usually tense) which you experience when there is a break in the
logic of events or time, and you do not know what is going to happen next.
It continues as long as the mystery surrounding it remains unsolved. You are
curious or even alnxious to know how it is going to end. This is what makes
you read on till what has been mystifying ceases to be so. But suspense need
not necessarily arise from fear of impending disaster or from what is puzzling
-like an unanswered question.

1.6.2 Haw syspehse is sustained
The writer is abler to maintain the suspense to the end of hisstory by delaying the
solution of the mystery or the unmasking of the real criminal. He is able to
do it with the heHp of several devices.
He may introduce parallel intrigues including rival lnvestigtions or lovemotifs or episodts which interrupt the process of investigation. He may have
confused witnesses who have to be shown to be innocent before the real
criminal is identified. Sometimes he creates a highly reserved detective, who
keeps his thoughts to himself. You just cannot read his thoughts, with the
result that "yo dre kept guessing till he himself chooses to reveal them.

1.6.3 Suspen4e is really the eonstruction of a logical chain
You may thus see that suspense implies a chain, the links of which have tra be
made out. It means that the way the crime has come to be committed is to
be reconstructe4 step-by-step, logically and chronologically. In doing so you
would experience the thrills of suspense. Consider the following passage from
Chandler's The Big Sleep:
There was a tarnished and well-missed spittoon and a gnawed rubber
mat. A case of false teeth hung on the mustard-colored wall like a
fuse box in a screen porch.. . The fire stairs hadn'tbeen swept in a
month. Bums had slept on them, left crusts and fragments of greasy
newspaper, matches, a gutted imitation-leather pocketbook. In a
shadowy angle against the scribbled wall a pouched ring of pale
rubber had fallen and had not been disturbed. A very nice building.
The detective iblarlowe arrives at an office located in 'a run-down
commercial building' described above. tfe overhears Harry Jones's voice
I

I froze, The other voice spoke. It had a heavy purr, like a small
dynamp behind a brick wall. It said: '1 thought you would'. There
was a vaguely sinister note in that voice.
A chair scraped on linoleum steps sounded, the transom above me
squeaked shut. A shadow melted behind the pebbled glass.

1.6.4 Suspebse through atmosphere
Look at the pssage carefully. You would notice first a description of the
place which creates the necessary 'atmosphere' for what is to follow. What
follows prodllces the effect of suspense. Suspense, indeed, is related to
atmosphere, \kfiich intensifies it by suggesting a vague, even indescribable,
threat or fear or something that is arresting, forbidding or uncanny around a
place or' a happening.

I
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1.6.5 Suspense through action
L
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Now let us ldok at the second quotation. It illustrates the use of a variety of narrative devices to promote suspense. li opens +ith a two-word sentence
indicating t& initial response of Marlowe ('1 froze'). You can visuatize the
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(Check your anlwers/with the hints given at the end)
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1.7 SUMMING UP
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We all'love the m steries which are presented by detective stories. The 'true'
detective stow is ased not on a sequence of sensational incidents or thrills
but on 'an ofganici mystery' which is explained with logic and precision. It
deals with individbals like ourselves which is the reason why it appeals to us.
Whereas the dqtectives of the past were gentlemen amateurs, those of the
e professionals - physically and mentally tough and highly
present t i ~ are
trained in the se of complex technical equipment needed for the detection
of compldx cri e and conversant with international laws, criminal codes
and customs r gulations.
The tradition stablished by Edgar Allan Poe and Arthur Conan Doyle
has continued up to our time. Their creations - C. Auguste Dupin and
s have arehetypai significance as detectives, although
Sherlock ~ H o l d eseveral others, 'equally popular, have appeared.
Sherlock ~ o l d e (a
s scientist), inspector French (a policeman) and Father
Brown (a priedt) are the. only 'completely satisfactory detectivh'.
Though detectlves in general act alone, there are some who have
companions drving as sounding-boards rather than as active helpers.
As the detective story is largely formulaic, the detectives tend to develop
into stereotyptFs.
Suspense bein$ the essence of the detective story, it is skilfully created,
not nece$saril through the fear of impending disaster.
suspense is s stained to the end through strategies such as (a) the delaying
of the solutiorh of the ,mystery or the unmasking of the real criminal, and
(b) the emplo ment of such devices as parallel intrigues of lovemotifs,
confused wit sses and interpolation of episodes.
However, sus ense depends on the construction of a logical chaiph,the
missing links f which have to be made out.
Suspense ma be created through 'atmosphere' or 'action' projected '
through the se of the spoken ivord, apt description and the natratorqs
comments.
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1.8 ACTIVITIES : AIDS TO ANSWERS
Activity 1
a) Refer to section 1.1.
The point is that although we are drawn to mysteries we seek reassuring
explanations for them. Hence the detective story is based on a logical
chain or sequence corresponding to step-by-step reasoning.
b) While the detectives of the past were gentlemen amateurs those of the
present are highly trained professionals. These are needed for the
detection of ingeniously committed crimes involving the use of complex
technical equipment, a n d / o r specialist knowledge of rules, codes, and
procedures concerning national and international organisations.
'Detection' is no longer a hobby but a professional's job!
I

Activity 2
a) Re-read sections 1.6.1 - 1.6.5.
1 ) Refer to section 1.6.4. Fear of the unknown, the indescribable and the
uncanny leads to the creation of horror.

l.9 GLOSSARY
You will find in the glossary a short list of the literary terms used in this
Unit
Atmosphere: the dominant mood in a creative work of literature as created
by setting, description and dialogue.
Suspense: a state of mental uncertainty, excitement or indecision. Suspense

sustains interest and makes the readers ask, 'what happens next'?'
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